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Finally the revelation must be revealed… after two years of of  keeping it secret from 
the public.   
 
It all first happed as a dream, when the Rabi-Malak, Michael, my fellow friend, came to 
to visit me again with a message from Yahwah. During this time I had been 
encouraged by some Hebrew Brothers to move to Ghana with my family and establish 
a community there to be an inspiration to the African Continent. I prayed to Yahwah 
and sought them concerning the matter as I truly wanted to go and leave this forsaken 
country….Well Michael told me to go south….at first  I didn’t understand why 
south?…what happened to east, especially Yisrael.. He again told me to take me and my 
people and prepare to flee south at the command.. to where? I asked… He told me to 
the Mayans ruins in Belize. At this time I never heard of a place called Belize. He then 
said I would receive signs from those around me concerning the country and that I 
would get connections and much info about the county... He then said that the count 
down was about to happen very soon in near future…The count down to human tragedy 
and that I must prepare and that Samael and his host would seek an assault to 
discredit me and destroy everthing around me to prevent me from preparing…As many 
know this came true…. 
 
Shortly after this an older Hebrew elder of mine began talking about moving to Belize 
and then I began to meet people either from belize or knew somebody there.. this 
happend for almost a year with me desiring to go here but not understanding why here 
and not Africa or Yisrael? 
 
Then It finally happened. At the end of 2002, on a Shabbat before I began to conduct 
Torah Studies, I was sitting and meditation, my Ishah was in the room. When a thick 
cloud covered the room and a strong presence filled the place.. then I heard several 
voice identify themselves as “the” Ancestors… I was puzzled with raised I brows 
because I didn’t believe in the concept of Ancestors coming back to speak to you from 
the next world. This even posed a problem for me at one time with Ben-Ammi’s book 
Everlasting life concerning calling upon your Ancestors.. I was raised to believe these 
were familiar spirits….But here I was, experiencing an awesome presence and hearing 
plain and clear the voices identified as the ancestors. Then another voice identified 
itself as the Ruach Qodesh the Holy Ema of Creation, and said that this was for real 
and that I should listen to them…then I felt a strong presence of fear as they began to 
talk. They began to speak firmly and bodly yet in a still calm voice concerning my actions 
and my ways.. the told me that I had forgotten who I was and millions of peoples blood 
are upon my hand lest I repent…the told me that I had compromised the Truth the 
Eternal Yahwah by teaching from ways and books of men and teaching from the 
traditions of a false Torah and corrupt book when I knew the truth and yet bowed down 



to please the flesh of religion. The told me that after all they had revealed to me 
throughout my life I had quenched the spirit and had become flesh and reduced down 
to a mere Kohane(Priest) and put aside my prophetic mantle….They told me that my 
silent prophecies being converted into simple shallow teachings had deceived the 
people and prevented them from hearing the Prophetic revelation of the Yahwah.!!! 
And that my allowing bad spirits around me had blocked the flow of anointing….. the 
warned me harshly, as I trembled with tears streaming down  my face…my ishah 
completely dumbfounded and silent….They told me to get it right or face death and 
eternal separation from Yahwah and who I really am… 
 
Then they said that Yahwah has heard the prayers of the millions of souls who had 
been slain throughout the generations by those who has oppressed, murdered and 
enslaved the indigenous peoples of the earth.. He has looked under the alter and has 
granted the request for the ancestors to return and take revenge on the oppressors 
and violators of the Earth. They said that now has the time come when various 
ancestors from different time periods would appear upon the earth through 
catastrophic events and bring destruction.. they would enter into the minds of the 
depraved and make them ticking time bombs to kill their families, start wars and 
spread disease, and that they would finally enter into the souls of the living indigenous 
peoples around the world who are oppressed, hungry and are suffering and bring a 
war spirit that will rebel against the world ruling system and bring it to utter 
destruction…. And things that have never before been thought of or entered into the 
hearts of humanity will manifest and fear will strike into the oppressors until they panic 
and strike one another… and the Earthly Mother will send her messengers and began 
to cleanse the earth with her anti-bodies whom we call disease, virus, tornadoes, 
floodings,  and global warmings in various parts of the earth and the waters will rise 
and consume a 1/3 of the earths land that currently exists…. The tired and weak will 
become angry and began to fight to break the shackles…unrest and civil rebellion would 
began at a extreme rate…militaries will began to turn on their own governments and 
the chief oppressors will flee to the cold mountains……  many innocent people will be 
destroyed in  several nuclear holocausts… The Missionaries Religion shall become 
exposed and shall decrease and millions will break off the faith of oppression  and the 
indigenous shall war against them and utterly destroy them and the Children who lie 
and call themselves Israel and those who seek a land that has been filled with blood 
and murder  and tyranny of the innocent for thousands of years by those who pisseth 
upon the wall, shall come to an end. for the land they call Israel shall become 
uninhabitable through radio-active nuclear fallout….Those true sons of light will be 
removed to the far south and avoid the holocaust ,but shall experience tears and fear 
as they pray and intercede, but Yahwah will protect them and their cousings……and no 
longer shall the world be deceived into looking to Israel as the promised land, for 
Yahwah has ordained from the beginning the Land of Eden(ADEN) as the true 
homeland and center of humanity…. And there his people will build his kingdom after 
the catastrophe…….But for now as a safe haven they, who are selected, are to seek 
shelter in central America…. And I saw a vision of a mass exodus out of America….After 
this as they began to tell me to take my foot out of the world and teach and speak only 



the prophetic truth of the essene-netzarim in which I had been raised and 
anointed…they faded and was saying…remember who you are…remember who you 
are… 
 
Then at the end of the year 2003 in November as I laid in the hospital Yahwah again 
came to me and gave a distrurbing revelation of catastrophe in  North America in 
which mourning shall be unbearable….I became more anxious and frustrated after the 
ancestors, the Ruwach Qodesh appeared again and  reminded me  the countdown had 
begun….and said I had  9months…. And that I would have several witness who would 
confirm this… to my amazement the next day, it was confirmed to me through a 
Israelite woman that Yahwah had told me that I had nine months and what the hell was 
I waiting on to tell the people, for I was the last hope for their salvation from death and 
destruction…….I cried like a baby in the hospital, and the nurses were trying to figure 
what was wrong because they heard me but I locked the door and told them to go 
away for a moment. It was further confirmed through a rabbi that I had nine months 
ledt. I was told that  am to take myself and those who comprehend the spirit and leave 
to central America for the time has come and death is knocking at the door and its 
about to be opened…I was told that the event may happed in such a way that I would 
even get on a plane(In which I don’t ride on) and flee because of the fear that will be 
struck in all of America’s heart… The Land of Yisrael/(Palestine) will be holocausted 
and shall become uninhibited… and a nuclear strike in several lands, including America 
will destroy millions of people and the system will go through a tumbling effect and the 
ancestors, the malakim, the Earthly mother and the Eternal Elohim will unleash an 
assault against the oppressors and destroyers of the earth like never seen 
before………… Through several avenues,,,, War, health, plagues of the animals, weather, 
earthly instability, spiritual and mental warfare, and actual physical signs!!!!  
 
And now I have held it too long…. The  people must know…. If I am wrong , let me die as 
a liar and a false prophet… let Yahwah strike me down in my shame and rebellion, but if 
I am right, then you must prepare to obey lest when the ship Is sunk all with go down 
with it…. The WORD of Yahwah is Alive…..It can give you life and preserve your life….if 
your obey…..then in Living you can all live…..for there is no reversal of time for it has 
finally come…The Messiah of Levi and Judah as in the Testaments has been revealed 
and now is the time….. 
 
If I be a Nabi and true anointed Kohane of Yahwah then let this letter be a witness 
before the events, during the events and afterwards…. But if I be of Belial then let these 
words in this letter befall me and only me to eternal damnation, and let it be known that 
I am delusional and crazy…. 
 
Remember Count down from this day……5months left from March 19,2004 
 
Yahwah help us all 
SHALOM ALIEKOM…….ALIEKOM SHALOM   
Rabbi-Kohane Shalomim Halahawi 



 


